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A word from our President
Thank you to our amazing supporters!
Thank you to everyone who so generously donated to our End of
Financial Year appeal. We have already sent the funds raised to
the OFI Orangutan Care Centre and Quarantine in Borneo. With
your kind donations we are building desperately needed steel
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sleeping enclosures for our orphans at Camp Danielle. Many of
the infant orangutans housed and cared for at Camp Danielle
have grown so much they are now strong juveniles (some

weigh over 30kgs!). They have become experts at breaking out of their current wooden enclosures, so it’s joy to

the ears of their carers that new enclosures are underway! Thanks to your support, we are also building two big
new steel enclosures in our Quarantine facility to house some of the adult males awaiting their release.
I am also so happy to announce that our gorgeous boy foster orangutan Charlie has just graduated from forest
school and has progressed to his next stage of rehabilitation! I have known Charlie since OFI rescued him as a
tiny infant. He was such a funny quirky little guy with a famously special skill for stealing treats from his carers’
pockets! Charlie has now grown into a fierce and determined adolescent and is a formidable sight to behold.
As such, he will be leaving our foster program. We cannot wait for the day we can let you know that Charlie has
been released back to the wild. We are so grateful to Charlie’s foster parents for their support over the years,
providing him with the opportunity to grow and learn. We know he appreciates it very much and sends you
great big orangutan hugs. Without you, he could not have come this far.
Finally, it is with the greatest of sadness that I share the heartbreaking
news that Pak Bohap bin Jalan, beloved husband of Dr Biruté Galdikas for
the last 42 years, passed away in April. He fought a brief but intense battle
against lung cancer and a heart condition. Orangutans have lost one of
their staunchest defenders. Pak Bohap you will be greatly missed. Your
beautiful smile lit up every room you walked into. You can read Pak
Bohap’s tribute on page 3.

Kobe
Kobe Steele, OAM
President, OFI Australia

Charlie is all grown up!

Meet the latest addition to our foster program, Koling!
Sweet little Koling arrived as a small baby. An all too

familiar story saw him brought to us from a palm oil
plantation. Named after the village next to where he was
rescued, this orphan was separated from his mother in a
way that most certainly left him distressed and confused.
His mother was probably killed.
Tiny Koling looks up with those large innocent eyes and
appears a little lost, looking for love and care. Luckily Ibu
Sopi, his primary caregiver, is there to help him on his way.
Koling was checked and pronounced healthy after arrival
at OFI’s Orangutan Care Centre and Quarantine. He has
thick, shiny hair, healthy skin and a little pot belly. After the
mandatory month-long quarantine period, Koling was
brought to his new home, Camp Danielle. This is where the
orphan infants live together. Here he will stay for the next
stage of his life as he grows and develops the skills he
needs to survive in the wild. Already Koling has lost the
dazed look he had on arrival and now looks cheerful!
As he clings to her, Ibu Sopi carries Koling to the Camp Danielle playground. Koling is still a little small to be
included in the main group, but he doesn’t like to be left alone. He cries when by himself so there is always

someone nearby. He has many adoring caregivers who are happy to pass him around. They provide him with the
warmth and support Koling would normally get from his mother.
By becoming an Orangutan Foster Parent, you will help care for the displaced and orphaned orangutans at the
OFI Care Centre and Quarantine facility, during their rehabilitation back to the wild. As a Foster Parent you will
contribute to providing the medical, dietary and emotional care that the orangutans need to thrive.

Click here to foster Koling today!

Remembering Pak Bohap bin Jalan
Orangutan Foundation International (OFI) and OFI

Founder and President Dr. Biruté Mary Galdikas are
deeply grieved to announce that Pak Bohap bin
Jalan passed away in April 2022. Pak Bohap was Dr.
Galdikas’ husband for the past 42 years and worked
with OFI for even longer. He fought a brief but intense
battle against lung cancer and a heart condition.
Pak Bohap was an indigenous Dayak, descended
from a high-ranking family of these traditional forestdwelling people of Borneo. He was a pillar of the
local Dayak community, which has formed the
foundation

of

OFI’s

team

and

our

important

partnerships in the areas where we work in Indonesia.
Pak Bohap began working as a research assistant with Dr. Galdikas in Camp Leakey in the 1970s. He immediately
stood out for his exceptional knowledge of the forest and the wild foods that orangutans depend on for survival.
There was an unmistakable connection and sense of respect between Pak Bohap and the orangutans.
Pak Bohap was a founding member of OFI and became a natural leader involved in all of OFI’s field conservation
and research programs. As a highly esteemed member of the local community with a good sense on how to work
within the political and cultural milieu of the area, Pak Bohap’s advice was critical to OFI’s success over the years.

On a personal level, Pak Bohap was immensely warm and giving. He easily made friends with everyone he met,
even those with whom he did not share a common language or heritage. He lit up any room he entered with his
good humor, jokes, and laughter. You could not know Pak Bohap without feeling an immediate affection for him.
He was one of a kind.
Pak Bohap had a traditional Dayak funeral with many from his native village of Pasir Panjang in attendance, as
well as numerous people from Kumai, Pangkalan Bun, and other areas. Fred Bohap Galdikas (Dr. Galdikas’ and
Pak Bohap’s son) and Dr. Galdikas were able to attend the funeral in person. Pak Bohap had requested to be
buried beneath the trees in the forest surrounding the family’s house. He wanted to be put to rest close to his
home, which is both the forest and his family.

The loss of Pak Bohap leaves a major hole for Dr. Galdikas, the couple’s children and grandchildren, the OFI team,
and the entire local community in Indonesia. We miss him dearly, but will try to carry forth his warmth and wisdom
in everything we do. His spirit will remain strong in the forest of his ancestors, a force of power and protection for
the orangutans for years to come.

Please visit the Orangutan Foundation International website for the full tribute to Pak Bohap

Check out our new designer wine and coffee cup and
insulated drink bottle!
Our designer double walled, 500ml vacuum insulated stainless steel drink
bottle is perfect for hot or cold drinks! Made of stainless steel and featuring a
high quality screw on leak proof lid, it keeps drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for
up to 12 hours!
Our designer double walled, vacuum insulated stainless steel cup features a
curved design and push seal clear lid. Perfect for both hot and cold drinks, it
will keep your wine cold for 7-9 hours or your coffee hot for up to 3 hours! All
proceeds from the sale of our merchandise will help us in our fight to save
orangutans.

Click here to shop now!

Bluesfest was a hit!
Thank you to everyone who visited us at our Bluesfest stall earlier this year! We had a fantastic five days meeting
everyone and sold out of nearly all our merchandise! We couldn’t have done it without our fabulous volunteers
Denise Turra, Caron Light, Judy Marshall, Bel Yeomans and Michelle Cannan. Thanks heaps guys and huge thanks
also to Peter Noble and the whole Bluesfest team for having us. We are so grateful for your support for

orangutans.
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